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Dasté, Holly Jacqueline, M A., May 1994 French
A Cultural Categorization and Analysis of Anglicisms in 
Contemporary French
Director: Dr. O.W. Rolfe
The 1,560 Anglicisms found in the four m ajor issues of Le P e t i t  
Robert dictionary are classified according to cultural categories in 
order to determine empirically  the areas of influence the English 
language has had on the French language and culture.
An introduction discussing the o ff ic ia l  French att itudes toward  
Anglicisms and a brief  history of governmental language control are 
provided. The French government, which has regarded Anglicisms as 
an incursion on the French culture, has tried to impede the use of 
Anglicisms in French. Therefore an analysis of the nature and extent  
of borrowed English words in French was conducted, w ith  particu lar  
attention paid to the most striking trends in the areas of cultural  
influence.
A f te r  the c lassif ication of the Anglicisms by cultural category, a 
discussion of the most prominent cultural areas affected by 
Anglicisms is provided, along w ith  graphs to i l lu s tra te  the influence 
over time.
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INTRODUCTION
Whether the French language has borrowed an excessive number of 
i ts  words from English and how these words have influenced the 
French culture is a recurring debate in France. Many French scholars 
and government o ff ic ia ls  have cr i t ic ized  the presence in the ir  
language of Anglicisms -  words, idioms and expressions borrowed 
into French from English. Many are words that previously were  
borrowed from French into English and are actually re-borrowings. 
They have equally condemned the use of "Franglais" -  French spoken 
or w r i t te n  with  what is judged to be an excessive or indiscriminate  
admixture of English words (Costello, p. 529).
That this has become such a c r i t ica l  debate in France is not
surprising. Not only do the French have a long history of trying to
exert a certain control over the vocabulary of the ir  language, be i t
through the creation of academic organizations or language
legislation, but the French themselves seem to have a unique
attachment to the ir  language. In a recent poll of 1,000 French
people, 60 percent responded that they were "very attached" to the
French language and 37 percent said they were "ra ther  attached." In
1
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the same poll, when determining how important an objective the 
defense of the French language must be fo r  the government, 5 1 
percent responded "important, not more," 31 percent replied "very  
important" and 8 percent said that defending the French language 
should be a pr ior ity  of the French government (Duplouich, p. 12). It  
should be noted that the mere existence of such a poll is i t s e l f  a 
good example of the unique lo v e -a f fa i r  the French have w ith  the ir  
language. The idea of such a poll in the United States would be 
completely foreign to Americans. Though the English-only movement 
in the United States might be compared to the a tt i tude  of the French 
toward the ir  language, the English-only movement is based more on 
the fear  of Spanish becoming a national language in the United 
States, rather than on a fear  of having Spanish words appear in the 
English language. The use of borrowed terms in English is not in the 
least discouraged in the United States. The same can not be said of 
the French regarding Anglicisms. The mere presence of English loan 
words in French is the source of many fears.
Protecting the language is only part of the current debate. A 
larger, more pervasive issue in the minds of many French scholars 
and o f f ic ia ls  is the demise of the French culture I tse lf .  It  is feared
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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that the existence of too many Anglicisms w i l l  have an adverse 
e f fe c t  on the French culture. In 1905, then M inister of Culture Jack 
(sic) Lang stated, "Should we fa i l  to take steps [against Anglicisms} 
promptly, we w i l l  most certa inly  lose our identity  as a nation, give 
up our very soul" ("On Defending . . . p. 9). In 1992, a group of 300  
French in te l lec tua ls  wrote in a statement advising against the use 
of Anglicisms, "We cannot accept this process of collective s e l f -  
destruction . . .  If  we do not respond quickly, we w i l l  find ourselves 
in the same position as Quebec 30 years ago -  economic dependence, 
loss of social status, cultural in fe r io r i ty  and l inguistic  debasement" 
(Riding, p. 3). In an attempt to explain this a tt i tude  of the French 
concerning the ir  language, then Académie Française Secretary Jean 
M ist ie r  said, "We have much more respect for  our language than the 
Anglo-Saxon countries do. I t  is not good for your l i te ra tu re  to le t  
down standards. I can't explain why we have a d if fe rent  a tt i tude  
from others, we just  do" (Lewis, p. 33). (Given that only 2.0 percent 
of the 5 5 ,0 0 0  words in the French have English origins and that 50  
to 60 percent of English words having French origins, one wonders i f  
our English-speaking soul is irre tr ievab ly  lost!)
Considering these expressed sentiments of feared l inguistic  and
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
cultural loss, a study of English borrowings in the French language 
seems appropriate. Though the French have long lamented cultural  
and linguistic  incursions, this is the f i r s t  a ttem pt at measuring 
the ir  extent. An examination of the 1,560 Anglicisms found in the 
four m ajor  issues of Le Pet it  Robert dictionary and a c lassif ication  
of these words into cultural categories should reveal to what extent  
and in what areas the English language has influenced the French 
language and culture.
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CHAPTER 1
A BRIEF HISTORY OF FRENCH LANGUAGE CONTROL
The deliberate refinement of the ir  language at the national level 
has long been a preoccupation of the French. This control is 
manifested not only in recent legislation introduced by the French 
government, but also in l i te rary  circles, as well  as social and 
academic organizations. All have had a part at one t im e or another  
in trying e ither to shape the future of the French language, or at  
least to guide i t  along a more acceptable linguistic path.
The appearance of the Pléaide, a group of poets whose name refers  
to a 3rd-century group of poets in Alexandria who had adopted the 
t i t l e  a f te r  a constellation of seven stars, is one of the ear l ies t  
manifestations of this att itude and offers a glimpse at the origins 
of the French notion of "defending" the ir  language. Established 
during the 16th century, the Pléaide was led by Joachim du Bellay 
and Pierre de Ronsard, and included other poets such as De Baif,  
Jodelle, De Tyard, P e le t ie r  and Dorat (Lagarde, p. 91 ). Many of Du 
Bellay's ideas were formed as a result of his meeting Jacques
P e le t ie r  Du Mans in Poitiers in 1546. P e le t ie r  was a vocal defender
5
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Of the French language and insisted that the French should not 
neglect th e ir  mother tongue in favor of Latin (Lagarde, p. 91). With  
this in mind, Du Bellay v^rote, w ith  the support of the entire  Pléaide, 
La Défense et r i l lu s t ra t io n  de la Langue Française in 1549.
With this manifesto, the Pléaide established the following  
principles; 1) in order to be Il lustrious, the French language must 
turn to Greek, Latin and Ital ian for i ts  models; 2) the Pléaide should 
create new words from e ither the ancient languages or by forming  
derivatives from currently existing French words; 3) the Pléaide  
should adopt poetic forms from the ancient w r i te rs  and abandon the 
f ixed poetic forms of the Middle Ages; and 4) the poet should str ive  
for  perfection of form (Braun, p. 246). Although w r i te rs  were to use 
the ancient languages as models, the Pléaide emphasized to l i te ra ry  
circles the importance of w r i t ing  in French (Clouard, p.62).
The creation of the Académie Française in  1635 under Richelieu  
was the f i rs t  principal l i te ra ry  and linguistic inst itu tion  sponsored 
by the French government. Composed of forty  w r i te rs  and 
academicians, the Académie's goal was to regularize the French 
language by creating a dictionary and by establishing rules in the 
domains of grammar, rhetoric and poetry. Its mission was to
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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enforce the discipline of the language and to ascertain what should 
and should not be allowed (Clouard, p. 1 12).
One of the Academie's founding members, Vaugelas, wrote  his 
Remarques sur la Langue Française in 1647 in which he stressed the 
importance of "le bel usage" (Lagarde, p. 440). In keeping w ith  i ts  
mission of standardizing the language, the Académie published the 
Dictionnaire de TAcademie in 1694 w ith  the words c lassif ied by 
the ir  roots and not following a s tr ic t  alphabetic order (Lagarde, p. 
440). The fact that the Académie Française continues today as the 
m ajor functioning l i te rary  body in France a ttests  to the fac t  that  
the French, at least the in te l lectuals ,  identify  w ith  and have been 
influenced by i ts  principles.
A m ajor  l i te rary  trend in the 17th century was Jo préciosité  .
F irst  developed at the l i te rary  salon of the Hôtel de Rambouillet, îq 
préciosité  was a movement that insisted upon politeness and 
refinement in language and manners. Though instituted as a 
response to the characteristic  coarseness of Henry the I V s  court, 
soon society began to exaggerate these ideas, part icular ly  in the 
salons. This exaggeration led to an over-refinement and hyper­
elegance in language (Braun, p. 258).
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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The creation of neologisms was the manner through which those 
practicing te préciosité  chose to distinguish themselves in 
conversation. Examples of words created under this trend that are 
s t i l l  in use today are: fé l ic i te r ,  enthousiesmer, brevoure, enonyme, 
incontestebte . Some that are no longer in use are: débruteJiser, 
importemment  and soupireur. Creating flamboyant expressions for  
ordinary terms also became commonplace: /a tune became Is 
ftembeau de la nuit  ; ta musique was transformed into le paradis  
des oreil les  ; les chers souffrants  was used for  les pieds ; le 
soutien de la vie fo r  le pain ; and les commodités de la conversation  
for  le fauteuil  (Lagarde, p. 6 0 -6 1 ) .
The desire to defend and applaud the French language continued in 
the 10th century under Antoine Rivarol, who wrote  in 1704 his 
Discours sur l 'universalité  de la langue française. This work  
outlines the history of the French language and offers  reasons for  
i ts  supremacy in Europe (Braun, p. 290). It  also contains the quote, 
"Ce qui n'est pas c lair ,  n'est pas français."
Except fo r  the Ordonnance de V i l le rs -C o tte rê ts ,  a language decree 
in 1539 banning the use of Latin in the courts and thus making 
French the o ff ic ia l  language of the country (Brunot, p. 13), the
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
French government has introduced language legislat ion pr im arily  in 
the 20th  century (Conant, p. 33).
The appearance in 1964 of Parlez-Vous Franglais? marked the 
beginning of this current debate in France. The book, w r i t te n  by the 
prescriptive grammarian René Etiemble, denounced the use of 
unrestricted Anglicisms as a subversion of the French sp ir i t  and 
character (Eder, p. 19). In keeping w ith  Etiemble's sentiments, then-  
Prime Minister Georges Pompidou created the Haut Comité pour la 
langue française in 1966 (Peppiatt, p. 29). Part icular ly  upset by 
radio broadcasters' use of the French language, Pompidou formed as 
an offshoot to the Haut Comité a special language commission 
w ith in  the Office de Radiodiffusion-Télévision Française (GRTF) in 
order to devise ways of maintaining linguistic standards (Peppiatt,  
p. 29). One such way was the dispersal of a weekly information  
sheet called "Hebdo-Langage," which called attention to on -a ir  
mistakes broadcasters made regarding grammar, pronunciation and 
foreign terms (Peppiatt, p. 29).
In 1970, then Prime Minister Jacques Chaban-Delmas established a 
language commission that announced that i t  had found 350 French 
words to substitute fo r  Anglicisms used by the French and that use
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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of these French neologisms was obligatory in government business 
(Associated Press, "Paris Purifying . .  . p. 3). Examples included: 
ré tro s p ec t i f  to replace fJeshback ; spectacle solo for  one-man  
show; palmarès  fo r  hit-parade  ; and varias  for  features.
The French Parliament adopted the Bas-Lauriol Law in 1975, which  
outlawed the use of any foreign expression where an equivalent  
French term existed (Machonis, p. 019). When i t  became evident that  
the law was not being obeyed, "a decree of application" was issued 
in 1977 in order to reinforce the law of 1975 (Reuters, "France Gets 
. . . p. 9) and in doing so made the use of Anglicisms punishable by 
law for  the f i r s t  t ime (Waxman, p. C 1).
Private groups as well  have contributed the ir  e ffo rts  to ensure the 
adherence to the 1975 law. Agulf, a French acronym for the General 
Association for the Users of the French Language, has played a major  
role in denouncing language law-breakers ("On Defending . . . p. 9). 
Since i ts  inception in 1900, Agulf has won almost all of i ts  4 4  cases 
that i t  has brought to civil court, most notably against the Paris  
Opera for  selling English-language programs at a performance of 
"Bubbling Brown Sugar," against Trans World Airlines for  
distributing boarding passes in English at Charles de Gaulle Airport,
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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and against the bottled w a te r  company Evlan for  a product called "le  
fas t  drink des Alpes" ("On Defending . . . p. 9).
In 1903, then Communications Minister Georges Fillioud banned 
127 Anglicisms used in cinema, television and advertising. The ban 
indicated that public establishments, not including newspapers and 
magazines, found in violation would face legal action (Reuters,  
"France Gets . . . p. 9). Some words offered to replace the banned 
words were; ciné-porc  for  drive-in  cinemo ; distribution ort ist ique  
for  costing  ; publipostoge for moiling; and le silence rodio for  le 
block-out.
This att i tude of protecting the French language even led France in 
1992 to amend its  Constitution. A jo int  session of the French 
Parliament convened at the Palace of Versail les, where they added a 
sentence to the Constitution that reed, "The language of the republic 
is French" (Riding, p. 3).
Most recently, the French government announced in February of 
1994 a bil l ,  supported by Culture Minister Jacques Toubon, that i f  
passed by Parliament would ban the use of foreign words in public 
announcements, work contracts, advertising and on radio and 
television. The law is to be enforced by police, resulting in possible
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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fines and even prison sentences (Reuters, "Well,  Excuse . . . p. 12). 
Among the newest French equivalents for  Anglicisms are: restov ite  
for  fQst-food restaurant; grand déjeuner  fo r  brunch; sablé américain  
fo r  cookie; maïs soufflé  fo r  popcorn; causerie  fo r  ta lk  show; and 
heures de grande écoute for  prime time  (Periscope, p. 7).
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
CHAPTER 2
CLASSIFICATION OF ANGLICISMS BY CULTURAL CATEGORY
The following 1,560 Anglicisms have been classif ied into cultural  
categories. These words represent the total number of Anglicisms  
existing in the 1969, 1977, 1986 and 1992 editions of Le Pe t i t  
Robert dictionary and have been extrapolated by Dr. O.W. Rolfe in his 
l inguistic  research and further refined by David Ross. The 
Anglicisms found in Le Pet it  Robert are those which have survived in 
the French language. Certainly, many have come and gone in too brief  
a period to be recorded in a dictionary.
Each word has been put into a class, w ith  the number representing  
that class appearing to the right of the word. The categories, which 
were formed by the author according to the dictates of the corpus, 
and the ir  class number appear on the page before the corpus of 
words. Two copies of the corpus have been included: the f i r s t  
corpus is published in alphabetical order, to aid in reference; the 
second l is ts  the words in the ir  cultural groupings. The dates of 
attestat ion into French for each borrowing have also been included.
13
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basket-ball ou basket 39 1898
basket(chaussures) 5 1953
bateau 40 XII
































































































































































chelem ,shelem 14 1773





























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































land rover 40 1963
laser 10 1960

































































































































































no man's land 24 1915
non-dlrectif 34 1966


















one man show 11 1964
one-step 27 1910
open 39 1929
















































































































































































































































































rock(and roll) 27 1957
rodeo, rodéo 39 XX
romantique 20 1675
romsteck, rumsteck 13 1890
























scenic railway 40 1904
schooner 40 1800



























































































































































start! ng-block 39 1950
starting-gate 39 1906
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skunks sconse 3 1764
skye-terrier 3 1891
smolt 3 1866
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bad lands 15 1960
blizzard 15 1888
boulder 15 1925
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rock(and roll) 27 1957
scat 27 1948
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traveller's check.chèque 40 1963
trekking 40 1975
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CHAPTER 3
AREAS OF LINGUISTIC AND CULTURAL INFLUENCE
In order to determine what areas of French culture have been 
influenced by the English-speaking culture as reflected In l inguistic  
borrowings. I t  is necessary to examine the Anglicisms in groups, 
according to the ir  cultural c lassification.
The discussion that fol lows w i l l  analyse those areas of French 
culture that  have been most affected by Anglicisms, paying special 
attention to historica l,  pertinent and Interesting trends that have 
occurred In the borrowing process. It  would be beyond the scope of 
this project to discuss every category In detail;  therefore, only 
those categories which prove to be of special In terest -  e ither  
because of the ir  size or the type of Influence they have exerted on 
the French culture -  w i l l  be discussed.
Assumptions have been made In the past about the e f fec t  of 
Anglicisms on the French language; however, those assumptions 
were not based on concrete data. The Information gleaned from this  
cultural categorization offers an explic it  measurement of English
and American cultural Influences on French.
93
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List of categories I n decreasing size
Tronsporlation/trovel................................................  123




























Abstract terms/multi-meanings.............................  23
Arts/design/style ........................................................... 15
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Transportation and Travel
Accounting for  almost 8 percent of the total Anglicisms studied, 
transportation and travel is a m ajor category. The high number of 
nautical terms indicates the importance of English cultural  
influence in this realm. When looking at the category as a whole  
(see Table 1), over half of the terms have been borrowed in the 20th  
century. The earl ies t  word, bQieou, was borrowed in the 12th 
century and a gradual increase continues, w ith  one in the 16th 
century, four more in the 17th century, seven in the 16th century and 
46 in the 19th century. The 65 words borrowed in the 20th century 
account fo r  53 percent of the total terms.
But when considering the words of nautical and marine nature, the 
20th  century plays a less important role. Nautical terms account for  
almost one-third of the total category and over tw o -th irds  of these 
words were borrowed before the 20th century. Many of these words 
came into the French language in the 17th and 16th centuries. 
Examples of nautical and marine terms from this time period are: 
pequebot, houQche, interlope, catamaran, coqueron, skipper, cotre, 
lougre, ferry-boat  and ketch  . The peaking century, though, for  
nautical terms was the 19th. Over a third of marine words came
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into French In this century alone. Some examples are: schooner, 
péniche, steamer, skif, clipper, cruiser, ice-boat  and docker. The 
number fa l ls  off  considerably in the 20th century, particularly  a f te r  
the f i r s t  decade, as other means of transportation grew more 
popular. Examples of nautical terms are; shipchandJer, dreadnought, 
liner, slip, spinnaker, dinghy and s is t e r -s h ip .
Many borrowings in the area of train  terminology occurred in the 
19th century. Examples are: pullman, sleeping, ballast, tender, car, 
ra i l  and chemin de f e r .  And not surprisingly, borrowings in the 
20th century are made up largely of plane and automobile terms. In 
the area of automobiles, one can find the words van, camping-car,  
break, roadster. Jeep, scout-car, land-rover  and station-wagon. 
Plane terminology includes looping, piper-club, charter, jumbo. Jet, 
Jumbo-Jet, non-stop, dispersal, hovercraft  and pressuriser.
Evidence of space-age influence can be seen as early as 1950 w ith  
the adoption into French of roquette. This trend continues in the 
1960s w ith  booster  and on into the 1970s w ith  the word ovni, 
which is objet volant non identif ié ,  a caique for the English 
unidentif ied f lying object.
The 1960s saw the most borrowings of English transportation
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terms into French, accounting for over 25 percent of the borrowings 
in the 20th  century. These borrowings coincide w ith  the 
technological innovations that occurred in the United States in the 
area of transportation. Examples are: car ferry, droppage, hydrofoil,  
stol  and supertanker.
Sports and Physical Fitness
Though the f i r s t  sports term was borrowed as early as 1663 w ith  
the adoption of boulingrin (bowling green), as well  as a few  10th-  
century borrowings such as jockey, disqualif ier,  curling  and g o l f , 
the influence of sports terms in French is clearly the greatest in the 
19th and 20th centuries (see Table 2). About 46 percent of all 
sports terms were borrowed in the 19th century, that percentage 
dropping a l i t t l e  in the 20th century.
The sport w ith  the largest number of borrowed words in French is 
horse racing, which accounts for 15 percent of all sports terms,  
followed by boxing, golf and tennis, each of which represents 8 
percent of the total sports terms. Soccer is the only other  
signif icant category in terms of size, representing 5 percent of all 
borrowed sports terms in French.
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Of the total 15 percent of terms represented by horse racing, 65  
percent were borrowed in the 19th century. As fa r  back as 1026,  
w ith  the adoption of the term steeple-chase  , the influence of this 
sport commenced, followed by such words as derby, fo r fe i t ,  deed-  
heat, crack, outsider, canter, s tarter,  bookmaker, polo and w alk ­
over.
In the 19th century, borrowings were fa ir ly  evenly distributed  
among the decades, w ith  about four or f ive a decade. This trend 
continued until the 1860s, where a significant 13 borrowings are 
recorded, f ive of which are horse-racing terms. The 1890s 
continued this increased borrowing trend, adding 10, four of which 
are golfing terms.
Though horse racing and golf are the most prevalent, the French 
borrowed quite a variety of sports terms in the 1800s and 90s. In 
the 1000s alone, many sports, such as baseball, tennis, soccer, 
hockey, track and polo, are represented, w ith  words like goal, cross­
country, base-baJI, bobsleigh, hockey, spr in ter  and tennis.
In the 1090s, other sports, such as rugby, basketball , skeet  
shooting and boxing, made an impact, w ith  the words drop-goal, 
basket-ball ,  b a l l - t ra p  and finish. Clearly though, this decade was
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most Influenced by golf. The French borrowed several golfing terms  
at the end of the century, to Include swing, drive. Jinks and tee.
Except fo r  a few  sports from North America -  baseball, basketball , 
and volleyball from the United States and hockey from Canada -  the 
French borrowed many of the ir  terms from sports originating or  
developed in Great Britain. Golf originated in Scotland in the 15th 
century under James VI; horse racing developed in England under the 
reign of Charles II in the 17th century; boxing became popular in the 
early 18th century; and tennis, rugby, soccer and swimming all 
developed in England in the 19th century (McHenry). In fact ,  the 
word tennis  was borrowed into French as tenez in 1400 from the 
English word tenetz  -  what a player would say before serving 
(Robert, p. 1943.)
Though the f i r s t  two decades of the 20th century saw the 
influence of several types of sports in France w ith  these words -  
driver  (golf), rugby, set (tennis), shoot (soccer), stert ing-gate  
(horse-racing), water-poJo, bowling, and craw l  (swimming) -  the 
1920s was dominated by boxing. This influence is evidenced by the 
terms welter ,  punch, sparr ing-partner  and knock--out.
Tennis has remained a constant influence on the French language.
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Growing strong at the turn of the century, i t  has not clearly  
dominated any one decade since then. Starting off  w ith  tennis in 
1080, then moving to out in 1891, smash in 1898, set in 1901,  
smasher  in 1906, Job in ^907, passing-shot  in 1928, tennisman in 
1934, all the way up to 1970 w ith  t ie -breal< , the sport of tennis has 
had a long span of influence.
Business. Commerce and Economics
The terms in business, commerce and economics account for  5 
percent of all the Anglicisms studied (see Table 3). With six 
economic terms borrowed into French in the 17th century -  about 7 
percent of all business-related terms -  the in it ia l  influence of this  
category was re la t ive ly  small. These words included shill ing, stock, 
gainée, importer, prime  and warrant. But as the economic strength  
of England and especially the United States grew, so did the number 
of economic borrowings into French. The 16th century added 13 
more Anglicisms, such as exportation, importation, dollar, budget 
and chèque, while 15 more were borrowed in the 19th century, such 
as f irme, boss, business, boom and trust.
The Anglicisms adopted into French in the 18th and 19th centuries
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account fo r  33 percent of the total economic borrowings; however, 
almost 60 percent of the borrowed economic terms from English into 
French occurred in the 20th century. The trend started slowly, w ith  
only seven terms borrowed in the f i r s t  two decades. Examples of 
these early economic borrowings are: gold point, dumping, 
stonderdiSQiion, loPel and taylorisme  (a method of scientif ic  
organization of industrial work). Borrowings gradually increased in 
the 1920s and 30s w ith  words such as déflotion, inflation,  
inf lat ionniste, management, dévaluation, superviser  and holding. 
Though there are no major differences between pre- and post-World  
War II terms, there is a noticeable gap during this t ime, from 1935  
to 1945, when no words were borrowed. It happens that words 
borrowed during a cris is  w i l l  not be given a ttestat ion  dates until 
a f te r  the fact. Eight new terms were added in the 1940s and 50s to 
include cash, eff ic ience, planning, automation and marketing ; 
however, the most inf luentia l  decades of business and economic 
terms on the French language were the 1960s and 70s. Of all the 
economic terms borrowed in the 20th  century, at least 36 percent 
were adopted in the 1960s and 70s, which can be seen as a result of 
the economic dominance of the United States during this time.
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These words include: leesing, promotionnel, discount, businessmen, 
merchandising, cash-f low , s tagflat ion  (an economic situation  
marked by stagnation of production and inflat ion of prices), 
consumérisme  and franchisage. Other terms from the 20th  century 
but w ith  no exact date include: antitrust ,  paupériser, p le in-emploi  
and royalties.
Currency terms have been adopted into French ra ther early,  
starting back in the 12th century w ith  esterlin. Shilling  and guinée 
followed in the 17th century. The 18th century was the peak t im e ­
frame for  currency borrowings, including the terms dollar, penny, 
cent and banknote . No currency terms were recorded a f te r  the 
18th century.
English also exerted its influence on forms and practices of 
payment of debts. The 17th century saw the adoption of prime  , 
followed by excise, chèque and drawback  in the 18th century, and 
cash, leasing, swap, c ré d i t -b a i l  and script  (a ce r t i f ic a te  of a right 
to receive payment) in the 20th century.
In addition, words for  general economic conditions were borrowed, 
though most of these terms entered in the 20th  century. They 
include boom, déflation, inflat ion, inf lat ionniste ,  stagflation.
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consumérisme  and termail lage  (a change in the rhythm of 
International financial practices).
Not only were general economic terms in f luentia l ,  but more 
specific words concerning business practices and techniques also 
had a substantial e f fe c t  on French. Starting in the 19th century, the 
words absentéisme, malthusien  (relating to the theories of British  
economist Malthus), express and prospecter  were borrowed, as 
were management, superviser, l ibre-serv ice , marketing, optimiser, 
merchandising and franchisage in the 20th century. Such words as 
f irm e  and omnium (a f inancial society that handles all of the 
branches of an economic sector) from the 19th century and trust  
and holding from the 20th century indicate the influence of English 
on the organization of business in France.
Materials and Substances 
The category of m ateria ls  and substances comprises nearly 5 
percent of the total Anglicisms (see Table 4). Though the earl iest  
borrowings occurred in the 17th century, i t  wasn't until the 19th 
century that the influence of these words began to show. A third of
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all words fo r  m ater ia ls  and substances was borrowed In the 19th 
century, and In the 20th  century, that figure increases to over half.
Most notable in this category are the number of words borrowed 
for  cloth. Cloth terms account for  almost a third of this category. 
Early borrowings include fJaneJJe and moire  from the 17th century, 
and popeline, chintz, ces im ir  and terten  from the 10th century. It 
is c learly  the 19th and 20th  centuries, however, that the influence 
of cloth terms is seen. Over tw o -th irds  of the words for cloth were  
borrowed in these centuries. Examples in the 19th century are: 
lasting, tussor, tweed, velvet, moleskine  and ponge, the trend 
peaking w ith  six words borrowed between 1845 and 1860.
Examples of 20th -century  words are: homespun, whipcord, 
rayonne, orlon, interlock  and patchwork.  Unlike the 19th century, 
cloth terms were evenly dispersed throughout the 20th  century.
Food and Drink
Considering the pride w ith  which the French speak of the ir  cuisine, 
particularly the ir  wine and cheese, i t  may be some re l ie f  to know 
that terms for food and drink comprise only 5 percent of all the 
Anglicisms (see Table 5). Moreover, only one term for cheese was
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borrowed -  Chester  -  and only three terms for champagne -  foxé, dry 
and extro-dry.
Words fo r  food and drink were borrowed early by the French. In the 
13th century, oJe entered the language, as did m alt  in the 15th 
century. Five more were added in the 17th century, such as car/,  
pudding and achards, and 12 more entered in the 18th century, such 
as rosbif,  turnep, m uff in  and cake. The 19th and 20th centuries  
account for more than tw o -th ird s  of all food and drink terms. In the 
19th century, the influence from England includes sandwich, lunch, 
pickles, ketchup, breakfast  and bacon , while  the 20th century is 
heavily influenced by American words, such as hamburger, hot-dog, 
coca-cola, grapefruit,  pop’-corn, milkshake  end fast-food.
Terms for alcoholic beverages are substantial in number. They 
account for a fourth of all Anglicisms in this category. Examples 
are: punch, rhum, porter, cocktail,  grog, whisky, gin, sherry, brandy, 
peppermint, bourbon and daiquiri.
Animal?
Animals make up almost 4 percent of all the Anglicisms, w ith  
dogs, birds and horses the most prevalent (see Table 6). Starting in
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the 13th century w ith  mauvis  (a type of bird), the number grew  
gradually, w i th  two in the 14th century, haquenée (a type of horse) 
and dogue , one in the 16th century, aubin (a manner of movement 
by a horse), six in the 17th century, and 14 in the 18th century. 
Words borrowed in the 19th century account for  almost half of all 
animal terms, while  the 20th century had few e r  borrowings, 
dropping to only 13 percent.
Words fo r  dogs account for almost a third of all animal terms and 
were heavily borrowed in the 1860s and 1880s. Examples include: 
dogue, m a s t i f f ,  bouledogue, fox-hound, king-charles, cocker, 
springer, beagle and airedaJe. Bird terms account for  15 percent of 
all animals terms, w ith  words such as pétrel,  albatros, sanderling, 
puffin, grouse end roquerie. Horse terms account for 14 percent of 
the animal terms and include: f ree -m art in ,  poney, stepper, yearling  
and stayer
Music and Dance 
In view of the fact that the French have recently l im ited  the 
number of songs sung in English on the airwaves in France ("France 
Acts p. 9), i t  is evident that music, l ike cuisine, is an area of
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par t icu la r  cultural pride to the French. Many o ff ic ia ls  and artisans  
have lamented the fact  that the French song is in demise and have 
concluded that the cause is the presence of English lyrics. This may 
seem to be a bad assumption when looking at the category as a 
whole, as only 3 percent of all Anglicisms concern music and dance 
(see Table 7); however, in analysing the 20th  century alone, i t  is 
clear that the French music industry has indeed been affected by 
English influences, as over three-fourths of all music and dance 
terms were borrowed in the 20th century.
Because music is not just  an art but also a lucrative industry, the 
pressure to conform to standards set by English-speaking 
songwriters and record producers is great. More and more French 
recording art is ts  are singing in English (Médioni, p. 64), and because 
music can be heard almost everywhere -  at home, on television, in 
the car, at the metro station and while shopping -  i t  also becomes a 
powerful l inguistic reinforcement. Moreover, the fact that English 
is the chosen language in which to sing Implies a certain  
subconscious importance of the English language and, perhaps, a 
reflection of the post-World War 11 status of English as an 
international language. French children grow up believing that the
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"cool" songs are those sung in English.
When looking at the type of music terms borrowed into French, 
much has come from Afr ican-American influence, particularly  jazz.  
Hot, cool, scot, jQZZ, blues, rog-t im e, jom-session, jozzmon, boogie- 
woogie, soul, be-bop, f re e - ja z z  and funky are all jazz  terms  
borrowed during the present century.
The French have also borrowed dance terms, start ing as early as 
the 17th century w ith  contredanse and gigue . But again the 20th  
century is clearly the period where the biggest influence is seen, 
w ith  dance terms such as one-step, fox -tro t ,  charleston, shimmy, 
slow, s tr ip - tease , tw is t  and jerk.
Medicine and Health 
Though the f i r s t  Anglicism in the medical realm was a surgical 
instrument -  clamp  -  and borrowed in the 17th century (see Table
8), most words borrowed from the domain of medicine have been 
names for medications and borrowed in the 20th century.
Among the terms of medicine are antibiotique, placebo, serum-  
albumine, serum-globuline, pénic il l ine, cortisone, pel let  (an 
implant), LSD and énergisant. These 20th -century  findings.
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essentia lly  types of cures, are in sharp contrast to words borrowed 
In the 10th and 19th centuries, where many of the terms borrowed 
were fo r  identifying Illnesses, such as croup, brightisme  and 
dy si bra SB.
Though the 20th century Is usually credited w ith  the idea of 
"preventative" medicine, many words relating to disease prevention 
entered French as fa r  back as the 17th century. Examples of early  
borrowings are: inoculation, inoculer, condom anû horse-pox ; as 
well as 20th-century  terms such as contraceptif,  check-up and 
contraception.
Science and Sc ientif ic  Processes 
Almost three-fourths of all sc ien ti f ic  terms were borrowed in the 
20th century (see Table 9), and of these, several were names for  
new sciences. Among the types of science that were influential in 
French are: phénologie (the study of variations in plant and animal 
l i fe ) ,  eugénique (a movement that controls heredity in order to 
improve the human species), rhéologie  (the study of the 
comportment of m a tte r  in re lation to viscosity),  palynologie (the 
study of pollen), cybernétique  (the science constituting the theories
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Of electronic communication), ergonomie (the study of relations  
between humans and machines) and zoosémioiique  (the science of 
animal communication).
S c ien t i f ic  processes also have had a substantial influence in 
French and have been borrowed throughout the centuries. Starting  
w ith  interference  (a phenomenon resulting in the superposition of 
two vibrations of the same wave length ) in the 18th century, the 
number grows steadily, w ith  words like puddJer (to make wrought 
iron from pig iron) and vuicdniSQtion (the increase in strength of 
rubber) in the 19th century, and cracking  (breaking down petroleum 
hydrocarbons into the l ighter  hydrocarbons), crossing-over,  
f lo tta t ion  (a method of separating partic les),  fission, spin (the 
movement of an elementary part ic le) ,  bondérisation  (the superficial  
phosphatation of iron products) upérisation  (a method of 
steri l isation) and stripage  (a type of nuclear reaction) in the 20th  
century.
Developments in science have affected other areas of French 
culture. For example, stretch  is a name of m ateria l ,  though i t  also 
is a process by which cloth can by given qualities of e last ic ity .  Not 
only does this sc ienti f ic  process a f fec t  the world of science and
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that of m ater ia ls ,  but also the fashion industry, hence the 
development of "s tre tch"  pants.
Words fo r  elements, partic les and compounds compose over a 
fourth of all sc ien t i f ic  terms. Many of these Anglicisms came into 
French at the turn of the century, w ith  words such as moxwell,  
oléfines, électron, albédo, leishmanie, mutant  and gène.
A tt ire
Known fo r  the ir  expertise in fashion design, the French may not 
realize how much the ir  clothing industry has been influenced by 
English borrowings (see Table 10). With words like pu//-over, p/s/d, 
smoking, short, bikini, mocassin, parka and t -s h ir t ,  the French have 
borrowed clothing terms fo r  almost every occasion. The only area 
that is under-represented is underwear, which may explain the 
existence in English of lingerie.
One area of clothing that is well -represented is coats or "over­
wear." Words for coats comprise almost a third of all the clothing 
terms and are w e ll -represented  throughout the centuries, w ith  
borrowings such as houppelande, châle, redingote, spencer, carrick, 
mackintosh, trench-coat, b lazer  and k-way.
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The French also have borrowed several terms for pants, which is 
slightly  ironic when thinking of the Bretons, who were among the 
f i r s t  French to wear pants and as a result were often mocked. The 
borrowings for  pants span several centuries, w ith  words such as 
Jodhpurs, leggings, knickerbockers, bloomer, blue-Jean  and Jean.
Movies and Television
It is probably the influence of this category (see Table 1 1) that  
has pushed many French o ff ic ia ls  "over the edge" on their  way to 
exterminating Anglicisms. With the release of "Jurassic Park" last  
year, a wave of anti-Anglic ism , particularly  anti-Americanism,  
swept through France as the publicity generated for  this f i lm  caused 
quite a s t ir ,  the dinosaurs themselves becoming symbols of the 
American cultural "assault"  (Cohen, p. 2). This prompted a tenacious 
stance by the French government to have f i lm  and television  
exempted from a new world trade agreement which hoped for  a free  
interchange of movies and television programs ("France Acts . . . ," p.
9). The exemption w i l l  a l low the French government to enforce 
French movie and television program quotas. The prevalence of 
American movies and television programs in France led an off ic ia l  of
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the French Ins t i tu te  for  International Relations to lament, "There Is 
less and less of France abroad, and more and more that is foreign in 
France," (Cohen, p. 2).
Linguistic influence of the f i lm  industry is particularly  noticeable 
a f te r  the World Wars, w ith  words like flash, cameraman, star, gag, 
sunlight, s ta r le t te ,  traveling, s c r ip t -g i r l  and moviola  following  
World War I, and hollywoodien, remake, insert, happyend, zoom, box-  
office, cinérama, s tar-system , stock-shot  and drive-in  following  
World War IL
Computers and Mathematics
The computer age has introduced many new words into the French 
language, though the number of Anglicisms for computer and math 
terms is re la t ive ly  small, accounting for only 1.6 percent of all 
Anglicisms (see Table 12). The influence of computers is seen 
particularly in the 1960s, where more than 40 percent of these 
words were borrowed. Examples include: bit, hardware, input, 
multiprocesseur, output, software ,  digit  and processeur.
Also common are names for  computer languages, which f i rs t  
entered the French language w ith  algol in 1957, followed by cobol
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in 1960, fortran  In 1965 and basic In 1980.
Among the French government's proposed words to replace 
Anglicisms in the computer industry are: puce fo r  microchip, banque 
de données fo r  databank, logiciel  for software,  and m atér ie l  for  
hardware.
The Beat Generation and the Contemporary Counterculture Movement 
The Beatnik and subsequent hippy movement in the United States in 
the 1960s was influentia l in several d if ferent areas of culture and 
language. Borrowed words describing people during this period 
include: beatnik, drop-out, hippie, freak, squatter, baba and beat. 
Although not necessarily from the beat generation, the drug culture  
brought the terms LSD, overdose, psychédélique, flipper, trip, dopage 
and dealer. Influence in the polit ical realm can also be seen with  
the adoption of the term s i t - in  in 1967, which corresponded with  
the student revolts in France during this time.
Perceived Positive and Negative Influences of English 
A fte r  observing the extent to which English has influenced the 
French language and culture, one might then ask which influences
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hove enhanced l i fe  in France and which could be considered a 
detr im ent to i ts  culture. Is i t  really  as bad as Jack Lang said when 
he stated, " . . .  we w i l l  most certainly lose our Identity  as a nation, 
give up our very soul" [ if  action isn't taken against Anglicisms in 
French] ("On Defending . . . ," p. 9)?
Certainly , in the realm of health and medicine, English has had a 
positive e f fe c t  -  not only in the types of medications and procedures 
that have entered into French, but also in the development of various 
medical areas, such as dentistry. Words such as dentine, 
meJposition, molocciusion  and bridge have found the ir  way into a 
culture that until recently had not considered dental hygiene of much 
importance. Also, when considering medical techniques and 
equipment, English has had a major e f fec t ,  w ith  terms such as 
str ipper  (an Instrument used to strip veins), catgut, by-pass, pellet  
and pacemaker.
Positive influences can be found in other realms of technology as 
well ,  w ith  a host of terms borrowed in the electronics end 
technology industry. Examples include: watt ,  rés is t iv i té ,  télétype, 
électroJyser, cathode, jack , admittance, sonar, laser, scanner and 
radar. Few would argue that these entries have hurt the French
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culture and in fact^ technological Innovations such as these have 
Improved the quality of l i fe  in France.
As seen previously, several other areas have had constructive,  
substantial influences in Franch, such as sports and the ir  emphasis 
on physical f itness w ith  words like médIcine-bQll, Jogging and 
dérobic. Modes of transportation, such as tramwoy, cab, sleeping, 
métropolita in . Jet, station-wagon  and camping car  Increase the 
convenience of travel. Several Anglicisms In the realm of computer 
technology indicate that the increased productivity fostered by the 
computer age is due at least part ia l ly  to American influences. 
Developments in the domaine of psychology have stressed the 
importance of mental and emotional well-being and this influence 
can be seen w ith  terms such as introspection, hypnotisme, 
béhaviorisme, psychodrame, stress  and maternage (a therapy 
emphasizing the importance of the relationship w ith  the mother). In 
the polit ical and government realm, words shaping the very nature of 
government and its  organization have been borrowed, such as voter, 
bin,  coalition, impeachment, boycott, lobby and polit icien,  as well  
as terms for polit ical philosophies, such as loyalist,  abolitionniste, 
réformiste, impérialisme, isolationnisme  and l iberty.
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There are also several areas that many would say have adversely 
affected  the French culture. A country w ith  such a long culinary 
history as France would defin ite ly  take offense at any infringements  
on th e ir  food and drink vocabulary. Not only is the quality of food 
i t s e l f  a concern, but also the Intangible qualities of a fine meal. 
These are exactly the areas that Anglicisms have affected. 
Hamburger, hot-^dog, pop-corn, chewing-gum  and chips are all the 
type of food that is judged to be poor in quality, unhealthy and 
primary contributors to unbalanced diets. Sandwich, cracker, cake, 
m uffin  and fas t- food  all imply a certain slap-dash fashion of 
eating, where no t ime is spent in either the preparation or in the 
enjoyment of the cuisine.
The realm of movies and television has also been considered a 
major blight on French culture. The French f i lm ,  long considered an 
avant-garde form of art,  has taken a back seat in recent years to the 
big-budget, mega-hit  f i lm s  from Hollywood. These f i lms flood 
French movie theaters, emphasizing the ideas and values of a 
"Hollywoodian" American culture.
The i l l - e f f e c t s  of violence in the United States have influenced 
the French culture as w e l l ,  w ith  words such as doping, dopage.
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deoier, gong, hold-up, kidnopper, pickpocket, desperado, racket  and 
outlaw.
And then there are areas that seem to have a melange of good and 
bad influences. As previously stated, French music has suffered  
because songwriters in recent years have preferred to w r i te  the ir  
lyr ics in English. On the other hand, musical influences, particularly  
jazz ,  have helped French recording a r t is ts  expand their  talent and 
fur ther  develop the ir  creative expression.
Another area of ambivalent influence is a t t i re ,  especially  
considering the reputation the French have for fashion design.
Having a long tradit ion of elegant and chic clothes, the French have 
accepted w ith  a certain amount of wariness the casualwear made so 
popular in the United States, such as sweater, pull, basket, short 
and t -sh ir t .
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CONCLUSION
I t  has been clearly demonstrated that Anglicisms have had a
s ignif icant impact on the French language and culture. Across the
spectrum of French culture -  from medicine and technology, to
sports and movies -  Anglicisms are present. Such a presence should
not be a surprise, nor should the areas of particular penetration by
English words be astonishing, for these are the areas in which
English-speaking countries, particularly  the United States, have
excelled. Likewise, the fact  that so many of the Anglicisms were
borrowed in the 20th  century should be expected, considering the
advancements made in communications, technology, transportation,
etc., especially in the United States. The results reported in this
thesis confirm the assumptions of many scholars and off ic ia ls
regarding the extent to which Anglicisms have been adopted into
French; however, because of the concrete documentation presented
here, many of these assumptions can now be substantiated with
certainty. The findings in this study have shown how re la tive ly  few
Anglicisms there are in French and that the French are fa r  from
experiencing the sort of cultural holocaust often feared in France
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because of Anglicisms.
The pertinent question should not be i f  Anglicisms have influenced 
the French language and culture, but rather, the question should be -  
has this Influence been too great, to the detriment of the French 
language and culture? Is i t  the demise of a language and culture 
when words are borrowed from other languages?
In comparing the 2.8 percent of all French words of English origin 
to the more than 50 percent of all English words of French origin, 
one could conclude that the influence of English on French has not 
been very overwhelming, especially when compared to borrowings in 
French from other languages. For example, there are far  more terms 
in French of Ita l ian origin than of English origin (Guiraud, p. 6), but 
one reason that the Ita l ian influence is not as noticeable as the 
English influence is that borrowings from Italian occurred primarily  
during the 16th century, while  borrowings from English are 
occurring in the present century. Allowing for the sake of argument, 
though, that English has enormously influenced French, another 
question must be asked: Is this necessarily a negative occurrence? 
English, w ith  i ts  substantial stock of French words, has clearly  
become the chosen language in world polit ics and trade. The fact
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that French has so largely influenced the English language has not 
impeded the growth of English in the slightest.
Wil l  the French continue to lament and fight the presence of 
English in the ir  language? Given their  historical penchant for  
controlling and legislating the ir  language and given the ir  attachment 
toward the French language i ts e l f ,  i t  is l ikely that the existence of 
Anglicisms w i l l  always be a source of contention in France. As to 
ending the w a r  on words and breaking down the language barriers  
that have been in place in France for centuries, the future is f i l led  
w ith  hope for  a l inguistic  détente.
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